The present Google Maps rendition of Friends Meeting of Washington 2111 Decatur Place NW, Washington DC is misleading and incorrect.

The Meeting House is shown as three buildings, with the building on the east highlighted in yellow.

In reality, this is all one connected building, both as an event venue and as the Meeting House of Friends Meeting of Washington. It should be shown as one continuous, unidivided building, highlighted in yellow, with the 2111 Decatur Place and Friends Meeting markers shown a little to the west (where the actual entrance is), as in the drawing below.
This map shows the correct building configuration and location.

The main entrance for the entire building is at the location marked 2111, and that is the correct location for the address 2111 Decatur Place NW.

There is a smaller entrance at the location shown as 2121, and some offices in that west wing may continue to refer to the 2121 Decatur Place NW address, but the entire building is officially 2111.